
AN ANALYSIS OF THE MORALITY OF EUTHANASIA

An Ethical Review of Euthanasia and Physician-assisted Suicide the authors used descriptive method and the method of
the theoretical content analysis.

The best possible way might not seem to involve turning off a life support machine or withdrawing proactive
treatment in order to allow nature to take its course, when the course of nature may be directed by starvation,
dehydration or secondary infections. For me, life is the most beautiful gift of God to mankind, therefore
people and nations who destroy life by abortion and euthanasia are the poorest. Ethical and religious analysis
on euthanasia. Should a Sanctity of Life ethic have any role in twenty-first century medicine? The suffering, as
an individual sensation of discomfort and malaise, may continue for a very long period of time without any
specific correlation to the physical pain. The issue has been at the centre of very heated debates for many years
and is surrounded by religious, ethical and practical considerations. On the other hand the criminalization of
euthanasia results in a restriction of autonomy. The Sanctity of Life ethic is usually founded on religious, and
specifically Christian, thinking. Oduncu FS. Further issues are discussed in works such as that by J. While
some authors sharply distinguish suffering from physically caused pain, other authors regard physically caused
pain as one of the many forms of suffering. It is a kind of blasphemy to imagine that any created being can
disturb the order of the world or invade the business of providence! Sitek M, Dammacco G. The only
difference is reflected in the fact that the number of respondents who believe that these procedures are ethical
to have fallen from 25 to 23, while two respondents increased the number of those who believe that PAS is
ethically acceptable in some cases. The other objection to the autonomy argument states that one cannot
impose on another person a duty to do what the other person does not subjectively agree with or what is
objectively morally wrong, even if the choice of the requesting person was made freely and rationally. What
does Hume say about a captured conspirator who kills himself to avoid torture, and also a convicted criminal
who kills himself just before he is to be executed? Autonomy 2. Let us imagine a state in which men held as a
general opinion that they were entitled to commit suicide, and that there was even merit and honor in so doing.
Yet humanity is worthy of esteem. Euthanasia: Killing as Due Care?. Velleman,  Further, if my continued
existence is a burden on society, then suicide is not only permissible, but commendable. A man who shortens
his life by intemperance is guilty of imprudence and indirectly of his own death; but his guilt is not direct; he
did not intend to kill himself; his death was not premeditated. So, on his view, the disabled infant may have a
lower quality of life than a healthy child who might be born in their stead because the latter, and not the
former, can secure greater preference satisfaction. Aquinas and Hume differ over the social harm that results
from suicide. But we are not inquiring whether it has been done, but whether it ought to have been done.
Augustine, Aquinas and Hume all consider religious arguments regarding the morality of suicide. Why think
of negative consequences from a change in the law, when these consequences might not happen? This is
plainly false; the lives of men depend upon the same laws as the lives of all other animals; and these are
subjected to the general laws of matter and motion. No legislator, guided by moral ideals, can ever morally
recommend this type of killing, whether motivated by a mistaken sense of mercy or not. For Augustine, the
more high-minded person is the one who faces life's ills, rather than escapes them.


